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NOT FOR SALE IMPACT

Nearly everything we consume — from clothing, to the batteries in our cell phones, to the fish we
eat — has forced labor and exploitation hidden somewhere inside its production.
Since 2007, we have directly supported over 20,000 survivors of human trafficking. Other nonprofits would consider this a success. But we believe we should stop trafficking before it starts.
In this impact report, you will find the numbers that support the story of the work we do. While
these numbers are true and vitally important — each number is a placeholder for a living,
breathing, human. Please keep this in mind as you read about our work.
Our Not For Sale methodology builds viable, successful companies that bakes our DNA into the
company to create value throughout the whole business — from the sourcing of the goods, to the
manufacturing of products, to the way we sell it — and return profits back to the community
through our Not For Sale projects. We fight vulnerability to exploitation at its core by
strengthening communities with economic opportunity.
The wave of what we are doing is about helping individuals — and also changing the way the
world thinks about philanthropy and business. We hope the numbers in this report give you an
idea of how we are shifting the existing systems, to create a world where no one is for sale.

Nothing gives life such bright colors and deep meaning
than a long-term dedication to a cause bigger than oneself
- DAVID BATSTONE, FOUNDER & PRESIDENT -
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NOT FOR SALE IMPACT
THE PROBLEM
$150 billion

~7 in 10

sex-trafficked persons are
exploited in Asia and the
Pacific region.

in PROFIT is created
through exploitation
annually.

45.8 million

people worldwide are
affected by modern slavery
and exploitation.

71%

of those affected by human
trafficking are female.

151.6 million

children aged 5 - 17 are in
child labor.
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WHERE WE CREATE IMPACT
Not For Sale has eight projects in nine countries.
We provide long-term care, housing, education, vocational training, and
healthcare to people that have been affected by modern-day slavery.
NETHERLANDS
ROMANIA

BAY AREA

VIETNAM
THAILAND

PERU
UGANDA / DRC
SOUTH AFRICA
We must strategize with audacious aspiration — so that
we can ensure the borders of justice expand.
- MARK WEXLER, FOUNDER & CEO -
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NOT FOR SALE THAILAND
Not For Sale Thailand supports more than 100 children each year through
shelter, long-term housing, healthcare, food, and education.

97 60 50
This quarter...

children
received an
education.

children
received job
& life skills
training.

children
given a home
in the Not
For Sale
shelter.

To celebrate more than ten years of providing freedom to hundreds of kids in Thailand,
David Batstone and AllSaints visited Thailand's annual Free2Play campaign (LEFT.)
Galow, Not For Sale's third university graduate, has returned home to work with
Project Director Kru Nam to care for and empower youth who
have stories similar to his own (RIGHT.)
The model is working, it is having life-transforming impact on
children right now ... [children] looking forward to the
freedom to make their own futures.

- DAN HARTLEY, ALLSAINTS TEAM MEMBER -
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NOT FOR SALE PERU
Not For Sale Peru supports indigenous communities in the Amazon
who have been affected by internal conflict. We built a school,
developed a scholarship program, installed community gardens,
and are developing clean water systems.

10

43

This quarter...
total community
members trained to use
the clean water systems
installed by Not For Sale.

total children
enrolled in the
school built by
Not For Sale.

The Not For Sale Peru project includes close work with a small community, Santa
Teresita, of 127 individuals. Recently, a nearby explosion resulted in the deaths of
four children from Santa Teresita. There is speculation that illegal mining in the
Amazon was the cause of this explosion.
We at Not For Sale are in mourning with this community. Illegal mining is a leading
cause of environmental degradation and exploitation in the Amazon region, which is
why we work to provide other means of economic opportunity and provide support
that offers stability to communities like Santa Teresita. Not For Sale Peru Director
Ricardo Dawson is assisting the family in the police investigation of this tragedy.
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NOT FOR SALE NETHERLANDS
& DIGNITA RESTAURANTS

Not For Sale Netherlands trains and empowers 50+ trafficking survivors a
year. These trainings take place at our three Dignita restaurants.

11

2

This quarter...

total trainees
participated in the
training program.

former trainees
got promoted to
working full-time
in kitchen prep.

1

new internship
partner, HEMA, that
employed one
trainee this quarter.

Diplomas awarded to graduates from the trainings. All graduates receive certifications
with the possibility of an internship at Dignita or an internship partner (LEFT.)
This quarter, the implementation of the language program started with 3 pairs of
trainees and "buddies." Trainees received language skills practice from their buddy.
Improved Dutch language skills will enable survivors to live independently.

They helped me find a job and learn Dutch.
Without Not For Sale I would never have a job.
- NOT FOR SALE NETHERLANDS TRAINEE -
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NOT FOR SALE ROMANIA
Not For Sale Romania rehabilitates and repatriates over 100
survivors of trafficking each year, including short- and long-term
housing, education, healthcare, and trauma counseling.

110

This quarter...

survivors received
an education.

10

survivors received life
skills, leadership, or
vocational training.

In six cities all over Romania, more than 500 young people participated in an antitrafficking march, shedding light on exploitation in Romania (RIGHT.)
As Not For Sale Romania director Mariana (left) likes to state, “The change is in all of us.”
Through collective effort, all of their voices were amplified to create change (LEFT.)

Not For Sale changed my life; it was and still is the
place where new destinies are written.
- NOT FOR SALE ROMANIA PARTICIPANT -
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NOT FOR SALE BAY AREA
Not For Sale Bay Area recruits, trains, and places 60 young women every year
into jobs, education programs, and vocational training programs.

12

This quarter...

women
participated
in trainings.

3

women have
already received
full-time jobs.

5

organizations
committed to hiring
interns or
full-time graduates.

Some of the employed graduates from this quarter's training sessions. They are
employed by Metro One Security (LEFT) and Home Depot (RIGHT.)
With perseverance through challenges, life skills coaching, and job training,
these women now have stable jobs.

It’s humbling to be a part of each trainees’s journey. I’m
always looking forward to meeting the next trainee
that will take charge of their life.
- DARIAN EASTMAN, NOT FOR SALE BAY AREA DIRECTOR -
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NOT FOR SALE VIETNAM
Not For Sale Vietnam provides long-term care, shelter, and
educational opportunities for up to 30 street boys a year.

14

6

This quarter...

children in shelters
participated in life
skills activities.

new children supported
in the shelter, two of
whom escaped from an
abusive employer.

2

abusers in Hanoi
arrested due to
advocacy by the
legal care team.

One of the Not For Sale Vietnam boys skateboarding in Hanoi, part of the project's
youth engagement activities (LEFT.)
A youth leader, also a shelter resident, assisting another program participant
during an educational day trip (RIGHT.)

I feel excited when moving from the emergency accommodation
to the long-term shelter. People treat me like an adult.
I learn independent living skills here and feel empowered.
- NOT FOR SALE VIETNAM PARTICIPANT -
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NOT FOR SALE UGANDA / DRC
Not For Sale Uganda / DRC supports more than 500 survivors each year with
education, housing, and job training programs.

770

This quarter...
students, shelter residents, and
community members
received health care.

3

students entered
the workforce.

Ciraba, a university student supported by Not For Sale, interns to empower refugee
orphans and internally displaced persons around Africa (LEFT.)
Lillian, in the orange scarf, first came to Kyangwali Refugee Settlement in 2012 and
recently finished her final exams at primary school (RIGHT.)

Together, we can transform hundreds of lives in
different refugee camps and impact thousands of
others in surrounding communities.
- NOT FOR SALE UGANDA / DRC STAFF -
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NOT FOR SALE SOUTH AFRICA
Not For Sale South Africa supports street children through
surfing and mentorship. Its ultimate goal is to empower children
to leave the streets permanently behind.

90

4 3

This quarter...
children were
supported by the
surf club, the
full-time shelter.

surfers
received
full-time jobs.

moved from the
surf club and into
the Independent
Living Program.

Not For Sale South Africa has begun a partnership with Parley for the Oceans to
organize a bi-weekly beach clean with the children. This is an opportunity to rid the
ocean of plastic and to teach the kids about ocean health.
Blessing and Andile, former street children, are now both employed as lifeguards to
ensure children's safety during surf lessons.

Not For Sale South Africa has changed my life around.
Instead of being in the streets, I am focused on the
waves and surfing every day instead.
- NOT FOR SALE SOUTH AFRICA SURFER -
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NOT FOR SALE & REBBL
A company founded by Not For Sale that sources roots, extracts,
berries, bark, and leaves (REBBL) in a manner that creates impact for
gatherers and producers of these ingredients — and returns a portion
of each purchase back to Not For Sale.
This quarter...

1
451
36

Banana Nut Protein elixir launched in July, which aims
to source Brazil nuts from the communities that Not
For Sale has been working closely with for years.
indigenous families in the Peruvian
Amazon that benefit from the organic
certification obtained by Not For Sale
and REBBL for the Brazil nut.

an estimated additional amount of cents per
kilogram of Brazil nuts sold after Fair Trade and
Organic Certification for these communities.

Our bottom line is having this impact on the planet.
- SHERYL O'LAUGHLIN, CEO OF REBBL -
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NOT FOR SALE & Z SHOES
Z Shoes is founded on the relationship between a shoe company, a region,
and its tribal people. Z Shoes sources rubber in the Amazon region of Peru,
and also employs women with fair wages in Portugal. With each shoe
purchased, Z Shoes donates a portion back to Not For Sale.

10

1

This quarter...
total Z Shoes
ambassadors, from
industries all over
music , acting, health,
and sports.

long-term relationship
established between Z Shoes
and the indigenous harvesters
in the Peruvian Amazon.

Not For Sale and Z Shoes are working to provide organic certification for the
Shiringa trees in the Peruvian Amazon, to ensure fair wages to the rubber
harvesters (LEFT.)
The rubber harvesters, or "Shiringeuros," have been provided with proper and
safe tools to tap rubber from the Shiringa Trees (RIGHT.)
When I learned there was a parallel between valuable resources and people
living in poverty — I knew I could eliminate the middleman and
directly benefit the community in a sustainable way.

- ZAK BATSTONE, FOUNDER OF Z SHOES -
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NOT FOR SALE UGANDA / DRC:
THE ENTREPRENEURSHIP CHALLENGE
Not For Sale and our partner, Spence Diamonds, presented the first annual
Entrepreneurship Challenge to provide seed funding to refugee-started
businesses. These businesses will sustain longterm impact in
refugee communities throughout East Africa.

100

refugees from all
over Uganda
applied for the
Challenge.

30

participants were
chosen to pitch
their business ideas and
win seed funding.

Each of the thirty businesses addressed a specific need, including:

FOOD SECURITY
COMPUTER LITERACY

MICRO FINANCING
LITERACY AND EDUCATION

REFUGEE TRAUMA RELIEF
HEALTHCARE ACCESS

Refugees from across Uganda brought their mission-focused enterprises to receive
investment from Not For Sale and Spence Diamonds, to reach an exponential number of the
most vulnerable within Uganda's refugee settlements (LEFT.)
We hosted workshops with a focus on business development and pitching for all
participating entrepreneurs (RIGHT.)
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NOT FOR SALE &
Velé is a luxe travel accessories brand with a global mission to
redefine industry practices to empower, rather than exploit,
through an impact model of conscious production and
non-profit partnership with Not For Sale.
This quarter...

30

individuals work in the
factory to produce Velé
products. All 30 employees
are paid over 3 times the
Spanish minimum wage.

80

percent of garment
workers are women.
Velé empowers women
through fair
labor practices.

TOGETHER, WE CAN END SLAVERY.
THANK YOU!

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR
PARTNER COMPANIES AND SPONSORS:
ALLSAINTS LTD
SPENCE DIAMONDS
BOLL & BRANCH
SQUARE ORGANICS
BUMBLE BEE FOODS VELE
REBBL
Z SHOES ORGANIC
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